Essential elements in the coding region of mRNA for translation of ColE2 Rep protein.
Translation initiation of mRNA encoding the plasmid-specified initiator protein (Rep) required for initiation of the ColE2 plasmid DNA replication is fairly efficient in Escherichia coli despite the absence of a canonical Shine-Dalgarno sequence. Although a GA cluster sequence exists upstream the initiation codon, its activity as the SD sequence has been shown to be very inefficient. Deletion analyses have shown that there are sequences important for the Rep translation in the regions upstream the GA cluster sequence and downstream the initiation codon. To further define regions important for translation of the Rep mRNA, a set of the ColE2 rep genes bearing single-base substitution mutations in the coding region near the initiation codon was generated and their translation activities examined. We showed that translation of the Rep mRNA was reduced by some of these mutations in a region ranging at least 70 nucleotides from the initiation codon in the coding region, indicating the presence of translation enhancer(s) outside the translation initiation region which is covered by the ribosome bound to the initiation codon. Some of them seem to be essential and specific for translation of the ColE2 Rep mRNA due to the absence of a canonical SD sequence.